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Interested in becoming a
WSA teacher influencer?
Instructions: Your style has already got us on notice so now all you need to do is make a
short 1-5 minute video and send it to us at info@well-beingsafetyassessments.com.

Instructions: Create a teaching video on your phone. Just
think of one or two things another teacher would want to
learn about. Maybe you can talk on GREAT classroom design,
a special student craft, a STEM project or even how to
instruct a specific subject. You get to decide. This is fun.

Instructions: Think about videos you love to watch on Tiktok, You Tube and Facebook. What
keeps your interest, makes you laugh, is important and valuable to you and best of all you love
to watch ? Just do that!

Instructions: Ready to know the best part? You can sell your products, link your Teachers Pay
Teachers Account, your own "teacher" website and even the Amazon Affilate Program to sell
the products you are talking about in your video and WSA will pay you- not the other way
around. Ready to get started?

Frequently Asked Questions

So you still have a few questions? Here are
some answers.

1, What is Well-being Safety Assessments (WSA)?

WSA is an organization that is dedicated to the prevention of
school violence. Our website is www.wellbeingsafetyassessments.com. We are on all the social media
outlets and work with about 20,000+ schools. WSA offers THE
PROACTIVE COLLECTION which are many different school
safety services that focuses on the mental health of students in
schools all over the United States and "now" even in other
countries. We offer a School Helpline, student wellness
screenings and even counseling for kids and families who need
a little extra help.

2. Why does WSA need "teacher influencers?"

WSA is a newer business. We opened our doors in 2016 and
we need your help in getting the GREAT WORK we do out there
to help students, teachers and schools everywhere. When you
start your video, we ask you to mention WSA and what we do
and at the end of your video we ask you again to remind people
that you teamed up with us, support what we do and provide
them with our website and how to get in contact with us.

3. How do I get paid?

Once you are hired as a Teacher Influencer, WSA will ask you to fill
out the necessary paperwork to be a contractor with us. When
your video is approved, turn in your timesheet and you will be
paid about a week later through direct deposit. We pay $25 for
every approved video. Videos need to be between 10-15 minutes.

